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Since 1989, RSK have been helping oRganiSationS acRoSS the woRld 
RealiSe theiR buSineSS goalS efficiently, coSt-effectively and with 
the minimum of enviRonmental and Social impact. we hope that ouR 
viSion, expeRtiSe and woRK ethic will encouRage you to tRuSt uS with 
youR buSineSS.



“The UK is modernising iTs essenTial 
naTional infrasTrUcTUre wiTh major 
new invesTmenTs in energy, indUsTry and 
The commUniTy; rsK has a Key role in 
developing The deTailed plans needed for 
a sUsTainable 21sT cenTUry.”



energy is one of the most urgent new priorities. binding carbon-
reduction legislation is forcing many aging fossil-fuel-fired power 
stations into early retirement. meanwhile, national power demand 
remains high.

The government’s response is a mixed energy source strategy. 
oil and gas production is being optimized from existing and new 
sources. renewable technologies – on- and offshore wind, wave 
and tidal generation, solar, biomass, energy-from-waste and 
anaerobic digestio, plus nuclear, are high on the agenda.

as europe faces an energy shortfall, these prized national 
resources could also have considerable export potential.

New rules of engagement

however, the UK’s planning rules are changing too. The 
government wants to streamline the planning consent system to 
increase investor confidence in long-term financial commitments. 

in parallel, the localism act 2011 has introduced greater 
community accountability into decision-making. local people 
have a right to influence local solutions, while the welfare of 
the environment remains paramount. This creates major new 
opportunities and significant challenges. it is very important to 
please everyone whenever possible. 

rsK is skilled in making the planning application process 
cost-effective, swift, responsive and successful. our impressive 
portfolio includes large infrastructure projects, smaller 
neighbourhood schemes and innovative solutions that are 
essential to twenty-first century britain.

radically new planning regime

The planning act 2008 has had a far-reaching effect on 
investment planning, although strategic schemes to improve the 
grid flow of power around the UK may be given deemed consent. 

The act creates a new decision-making process for the approval 
of ‘nationally significant infrastructure projects’ (nsips). it also 
introduces the ‘development consent order (dco), a completely 
new form of authorisation to replace the complex series of 
consents major infrastructure projects required previously. 

A new infrAstructure for twenty-
first-century BritAin. working within 
the modern energy And plAnning 
environment

the UK’s national infrastructure is undergoing a quiet and sustainable 
revolution. major investments are now being designed to redefine 
Britain’s industries, transport systems, homes, cities, natural resource 
exploitation and put waste to productive use. many represent a 
strategic break from the past in terms of technology, planning and 
environmental stewardship.

dco procedures are now operated by the national infrastructure 
directorate (nid) within the planning inspectorate. crucially, final 
dco energy projects decisions are now taken by the secretary of 
state for energy and climate change with nid advice. 

The localism act 2011 defines how detailed consultations 
with ‘people living in the vicinity of the land’ proposed for 
a development will take place. a key aim is to use written 
representations to minimise the need for lengthy cross-
examination at public inquiries. local authorities can submit a 
‘local impact report’ to reflect local concerns. The aim is to be 
inclusive but swift.



here to help you

Today, rsK has a detailed understanding of how every aspect of 
our activities impact on the environment. changes in the national 
planning structure reflect this. environmental responsibility is now 
integral to investment planning.

rsK’s extensive oil and gas experience translates directly to the 
wind and power transmission industries. pipeline and cable routing 
present the similar environmental challenges. offshore wind 
farm structures and oil and gas rigs and platforms share identical 
technical solutions. landfall sites have common factors. linear 
projects over long offshore and onshore distances are one of rsK’s 
specialties.

at the same time, we are equally at home with the fine  
sensibilities of archeology, local heritage, culture and the needs 
of modern communities. our socio-economic assessments are 
designed very carefully to profile the feelings, fears and ambitions 
of local people quickly.

RSK haS a detailed undeRStanding of 
how eveRy aSpect of ouR activitieS 
impact on the enviRonment.

england, scotland, wales and the eU

whichever planning system – or systems – apply, rsK will guide 
you through each detailed step of the process. we speak regularly 
to the right people at a local, regional and national level. we are 
well-known at key locations.

rsK’s comprehensive environmental impact assessments (eia) and 
socio-economic assessment methodology has been designed to 
give you a complete practical picture of every inter-related aspect 
and potential impact. we leave nothing to chance.

our aim is to help you achieve consent and avoid complex public 
planning inquires. where inquiries are necessary, we provide 
authoritative expert witness evidence.

The case-studies that follow illustrate this philosophy in action and 
what can be achieved by close co-operative partnerships.



rsK’s teams of highly-qualified consultants specialise in many 
different fields. They will support you through each stage of 
the detailed environmental impact assessment (eia) process to 
minimise any planning or environmentally-related constraints.

our staff turnover levels are extremely low. we retain crucial 
experience from project-to-project and year-to-year. inter-team 
co-operation and knowledge-sharing is one of our hallmarks. 
in addition to onshore, offshore and marine teams, we bring 
our international experience which includes eastern europe’s 
expanding energy industries.

rsK experts based in england and scotland also understand how 
national planning laws can be applied efficiently to avoid delays on 
critical cost, time and politically-sensitive projects.

rsk’s eiA strengths. A detAiled 
understAnding of All the options

Whatever the scope and scale of your project, from energy and 
power transmission to property development, transport or brownfield 
remediation, we provide the essential data needed to achieve an early 
and successful solution.

Fully-integrated projects

rsK’s involvement frequently lasts from the very beginning to the 
very end of important projects. however, we can also provide 
focused, one-off services to resolve specific issues. our aim is to 
achieve good engineering solutions and consent in a compliant 
and environmentally sustainable way.

This often involves a combination of the following eia services 
deployed within a wide range of inter-related industrial sectors 
that each have specific planning requirements. 



rsK’s eia services include:

 � developing mitigation strategies that are defensible,  
 cost-effective and add value or other benefits

 � ecological assessments – flora and fauna

 � environmental acoustics and vibration surveys and assessments

 � environmental consents and planning applications

 � environmental site supervision / ecological clerk of works

 � geographic information systems (gis)/visualisation and mapping

 � socio-economic assessments

 � flood risks and hydrology assessments

 � land quality assessments

 � landscape and visual impact assessments (lvia) 

 � marine, including biological, geological, geophysical and  
  geotechnical, services

 � stakeholder engagement/community benefit negotiations

 � strategic environmental assessments

 � site selection and evaluation

 � offshore

 � benthic and sediment quality, including benthic, intertidal  
 and subtidal surveys 

 � fish and shellfish ecology 

 � marine mammals 
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 � landscape, seascape and visual assessments 

 � marine archaeology 

 � onshore 

 � agriculture and soils 

 � air quality 

 � ground conditions and water resources 

 � protected species surveys 

 � ecological assessments 

 � landscape and visual assessments 

 � archaeology and cultural heritage 

 � noise 

 � socio-economics.

sector in which we work regularly include:

 � oil and gas

 � renewable energy

 � electrical transmission

 � cable routing

 � rail and transport

 � property development

 � regeneration

we Retain cRucial expeRience fRom pRoject-to-pRoject 
and yeaR-to-yeaR. inteR-team co-opeRation and 
Knowledge-ShaRing iS one of ouR hallmaRKS. 



rsk’s experience. from nAtionAl energy 
networks to urBAn resource recovery 
pArks And community schemes

the UK’s energy revolution includes extensive offshore wind power. 
round 1 began a decade ago and was duplicated by round 2. now 
round 3 is scaling-up these early successes with larger turbines set in 
deeper water.

rsK’s wind industry involvement began at the beginning of round 1 
and continues in round 3 today.

We are also working on new offshore and onshore high-voltage 
energy transmission networks that will improve the flow of new wind, 
wave and tidal power around Britain.

concurrently, we support many smaller renewable energy, pioneering 
resource recovery parks, energy-from-waste and novel energy 
solutions, transport links, brownfield regeneration and property 
development projects.



east Coast hvdC – oFFshore Cable From 
sCotlaNd to YorKshire

rsK is managing the eia process for the 230-kms-long east 
Coast high voltage direct Current (hvdC) link. this includes 
scoping and technical assessments for environmental 
appraisals of the subsea cable that will improve the flow 
of power from northern scotland’s expanding renewable 
energy resources to the scottish lowlands and england.

our familiarity with long linear cable routes, unique team of 
inshore marine and offshore experts, ability to present a detailed 
environmental and engineering case, local knowledge and 
relationships with statutory bodies that include natural england 
and the environment agency, is crucial to this £6billion project.

demonstrating flexibility

rsK’s rigorous analysis of all feasible routes and landings is 
also proving vital. onshore cable routes will fall under deemed 
planning consent, rather than the new dco process. however, 
demonstrating that all possible options and stakeholder interests 
have been investigated thoroughly is a key requirement.

we were commissioned by scottish hydro electric Transmission 
limited (sheTl), the national grid electricity Transmission (UK) 
(ngeT) and scottishpower to undertake environmental studies 
narrowing down the most suitable sites for onshore converter 
stations, sub-stations and cable routes in england and scotland 
and offshore cable routes in english and scottish waters. The scope 
grew as the project developed.

The overall aim is to help sheTl, ngeT and scottishpower progress 
consent applications to local planning authorities (lpa) in england 
and scotland, plus marine licence applications to marine scotland 
and the marine management organisation (mmo) to pass through 
scottish and english territorial waters.

different environments

The project is subject to legislation in four distinct areas – scottish 
marine, scottish Terrestrial, english marine and english Terrestrial. 
initial data reviews narrowed studies down to potential cable 
corridor and station sites. rsK carried out onshore ecological 
surveys in scotland and england and assisted in offshore surveys.

"RSK’S RigoRouS analySiS of  
all feaSible RouteS and landingS 
iS alSo pRoving vital."

rampioN oFFshore wiNd Farm – sUssex

rampion is an important round 3 Nsip (nationally 
significant infrastructure project) wind farm development 
where operator e.oN Climate & renewables relies on rsK 
for eia support and preparation of key planning documents.

rsK is the lead eia consultant for the development of Zone 6 of 
The crown estate’s round 3 offshore wind zones off the brighton 
and hove coast. The proposed rampion wind farm will have an 
installed generating capacity of up to 665 mw. 

after being awarded the contract in january 2012, operator e.on 
climate & renewables asked rsK for eia process support and 
help in preparing documents supporting its development consent 
application to the former infrastructure planning commission. 

specialist studies

on-going work has included submitting the scoping report and 
preparing an environmental statement, plus a non-technical 
summary, to cover both off- and onshore project components. 
rsK has provided continuous support throughout the consenting 
process, including discussions with statutory bodies and 
stakeholders. a broad range of specialist studies have been 
delivered successfully.

“we have pRovided continuouS 
SuppoRt thRoughout the 
conSenting pRoceSS.”

offshore, these included benthic, intertidal and subtidal surveys, 
fish and shellfish ecology, marine mammals, landscape, seascape 
and visual assessments, plus marine archaeology.

onshore surveys have included agriculture and soils, air quality, 
ground conditions and water resources, protected species surveys, 
ecological assessments, landscape and visual assessments, 
archaeology and cultural heritage, noise and socio-economics.

responding to consultees

The wind farm, which will be located between 13 to 25 km 
offshore, will have the capacity to power two thirds of the homes 
in sussex.



east aNgliaN oFFshore wiNd phase 1 – 
oNshore Cable roUtiNg aNd CoNverter 
statioNs
rsK expertise in long linear projects – cable routes – 
combined with an awareness of local archaeological, 
historical sensitivities and responding to the needs of the 
agricultural industry, are proving pivotal in this expanding 
round 3 offshore wind farm project.

The east anglian offshore wind farm Zone 5 will create 7,200 mw 
of new wind energy capacity as part of the crown estate’s round 
3 offshore wind programme. Known as east anglian offshore 
wind (eaow), it will be developed far out to sea as a series of six 
individual wind farms, numbers one to siX. in total, Zone 5 will 
include some 1,200, 5mw turbines working in deep water.

“… we aRe extRemely SenSitive 
to woRKing acRoSS pRime 
agRicultuRal land and impoRtant 
aRchaeological SiteS in the aRea.”

onshore assets

rsK is carrying out a full eia and providing scottishpower 
renewables (UK) limited, the UK's largest onshore renewables 
developer, and vattenfall wind power ltd, the swedish energy utility, 
with planning support for the development of onshore transmission 
assets for east anglia one, the first Zone 5 project to be developed. 

These transmission assets comprise cable connections, an onshore 
converter station and an onshore substation. our role includes 
preparing text for the preliminary environmental information report 
(peir) produced as part of the consultation process.

peir describes the development proposals, presents environmental 
information collected from desk studies, surveys and consultations 
– the environmental baseline.

transferred experience

carrying out ecological, acoustical, vibration, geo-physical and 
geo-technical surveys on pipeline and cable routes that may be 
300-kms-long is common practice for our expert on- and offshore 
teams. The methodology for a 37-kms-long cable route across east 
anglia is no different.

however, on this project we are extremely sensitive to working 
across prime agricultural land and important archaeological sites in 
the area. The sutton hoo anglo saxon royal burial site is just  
10-kms away. extensive trial trenching is involved.

walNeY oFFshore wiNd Farm –  
oNshore Cable roUtiNg

rsK’s long, successful involvement with strategic offshore 
wind farm development in the barrow-in-Furness area and a 
detailed knowledge of morecambe bay power connections 
to the national grid is supporting the latest wind farm 
extension on walney.

in 2003, rsK won its initial crown estates’ round one wind 
farm involvement at the shell flats project near barrow. This was 
followed by cirrus shell flats and west of duddon offshore. we 
are now developing an environmental baseline report for the 
onshore cabling route that will connect the large-scale third stage 
extension at walney to the national grid at heysham.

four projects will now merge at the heysham sub-station and 
rsK’s intimate first-hand practical knowledge of the area as a 
consultant with a strong presence in the north west of england 
continues to be invaluable.

long involvement

in 2007, rsK first undertook several studies associated with the 
walney offshore wind farm for dong energy. This involved an eia 
for onshore electrical components covering cable routes and the 
first two grid connection points at heysham and hillside. seven 
potential landfalls and nine potential cable routes were assessed.

This included a review of the planning policy framework and a 
socio-economic assessment of impacts on tourism, recreation, 
traffic, infrastructure and archaeology, noise, landscape, visual 
amenity, ecology, physical environment – soils, geology, hydrology, 
contaminated land and cumulative impacts.

taking the long view

cable route selection at the time was considered carefully with 
the planning authorities to make sure that important development 
land was not sterilized while consent would remain valid for up to 
a decade until second phase extensions could go ahead. both were 
officially opened in february 2012 with 102 turbines. phase three is 
now building further on this work.

“we aRe now developing an 
enviRonmental baSeline  
RepoRt foR the onShoRe cabling 
Route ...”



breChFa Forest CoNNeCtioN projeCt

this complex Nsip project calls for a wide range of rsK’s 
integrated assessment skills in anticipating the best route 
of an overhead power transmission line that may have to 
connect up to three new wind farms to the national grid.

in the brecha forest project, rsK’s skills will be tested in assessing 
how an as yet unknown number of wind farms can best be 
brought to the grid. This is not a straight-forward point-to-point 
challenge and is expected to involve many different scenarios.

permutations and combinations

western power distribution (wpd) has asked rsK to provide 
environmental consultancy support services for the proposed 
overhead 132kv electricity grid connection between three 
proposed wind farms, approximately 10km north-east of 
carmarthen at the brechfa forest, and a suitable grid connection 
point near llandyfaelog, south of carmarthen.

The brief assumes that all three wind programmes will go ahead, 
brechfa forest west is currently consented with 28 turbines while 
bryn llywelyn and brechfa forest east remain undefined. rsK's 
task is to define the best environmental balanced grid connection 
solution for every combination.

potential route corridor options for the connections were identified 
in a staged review process and were subsequently appraised by 
wpd on environmental, engineering, technical and cost grounds.

pressure points

rsK has carried out phase 1 habitat surveys identifying pressure 
points on this sac (special areas of conservation) project that 
strictly protects sites designated under the ec habitats directive 
designed to conserve global biodiversity. This information will go to 
the local authority. phase 2 work begining in 2014..

a detailed eia will be carried out on the final preferred route.

“ouR taSK iS to define the beSt 
enviRonmental balanced gRid 
connection Solution foR eveRy 
combination.”

Corrib oFFshore NatUral gas 
developmeNt aNd bellaNaboY oNshore 
gas-proCessiNg termiNal – irelaNd

rsK’s involvement with Corrib began in 2000. Following 
a successful planning application appeal, we have been 
retained as an environmental and landscaping issue adviser 
on this key County mayo coastal project.

rsK project managed the detailed environmental assessment of a 
proposal to bring natural gas onshore from the corrib field lying 
80 km off erris head in county mayo, ireland. The development 
will also connect the gas supply to the existing bord gáis Éireann 
source near galway. The gas field’s estimated 1 Tcf capacity has the 
potential to supply up to 60% of ireland’s peak gas demands.

expert witness evidence

we completed eias for offshore components that include 
wellheads and the pipeline to landfall, plus a pipeline from the 
landfall and the bellanaboy terminal. 

rsK also managed two rounds of public exhibitions and produced 
two environmental impact statements. as a part of the eia for the 
onshore terminal, we conducted a detailed lvia. as a result the 
proposed terminal site was relocated to a nearby area benefitting 
from visual containment.

“RSK haS been Retained by the 
opeRatoR, Shell e&p iReland ltd, 
aS enviRonmental conSultant foR 
the development of the off- and 
onShoRe facilitieS,”

our consultants also provided expert witness services at the 
planning application appeal to mayo county council. The council 
subsequently granted planning permission in october 2004. 
construction began shortly after. after we submitted a second 
eia, the council also granted planning permission for the offshore 
wellheads and associated off- and onshore pipeline sections.

long-term relationship

rsK has been retained by the operator, shell e&p ireland ltd, as 
environmental consultant for the development of the off- and 
onshore facilities, and as an adviser on any related environmental or 
landscape issues. we have prepared detailed landscape proposals 
and specification information for tender and construction purposes.



when planning community consultations, it is vital to have 
a clear picture of what concerns local people, their views on 
key issues and what community investment, benefit funds or 
mitigating measures will be well-received.

early, well-informed social-economic assessments pay dividends 
once formal consultations begin. a common consultee complaint 
is that social and economic issues are inadequately covered. 

rsK offers skilled assistance in this crucial area where there are a 
few definitive regulations and experience is important.

whether with statutory, non-statutory or community 
representatives, stakeholder engagement or community 
consultation on major projects, this is one of our strengths.

onshore wind farm developers are now obliged to offer a 
community benefit fund as standard practice for projects 
generating more than 5mw. at present, there are no obligations 
covering offshore wind farms.

however, all developers have statutory obligations to address 
crucial issues. following a formal process to define the scope of 
a socio-economic assessment, rsK’s team steps in to support 
the development of a community consultation strategy designed 
very specifically to answer people’s questions during the impact 
assessment phase.

we also help to manage community expectations and ensure 
that clients only commit to proportional and appropriate 
benefits.

Socio-economic factoRS, StaKeholdeR engagement 
and community conSultationS human, and human 
matteRS, do matteR!



Frodsham oNshore wiNd Farm –  
Cheshire

smaller renewable energy projects are of equal importance. 
rsK’s response to wintering, breeding and migrating bird 
concerns at this sensitive wetland site were key to the 
development of a 19-turbine, 5mw wind farm.

we produced the eia for a proposed19-turbine wind farm site less 
than 16 km from the mersey estuary site of special scientific interest 
(sssi), special protection area (spa) and ramsar wetland site. 

specialist bird surveys

rsK also carried out a programme of wintering, breeding, specialist 
night-time and bird passage migrant surveys, plus a preliminary 
lvia to inform the site layout. our landscape and visual team then 
provided expert witness services during the project’s public inquiry.

“We carried out a programme of 
Wintering, breeding, specialist 
night-time and bird passage 
migrant surveys.” 

To accompany the section 36 licence application to the 
department of energy and climate change (decc), we also 
prepared a non-technical summary of the environmental 
statement. decc granted consent in october 2012.

small is beautiful

The completed 57-mw wind farm will generate enough electricity 
to supply the annual needs of the nearby towns of frodsham, 
helsby and elton combined. surplus power will supply almost a 
quarter of the needs of the larger town of runcorn.

frodsham marsh farm, which lies within the site’s boundary, 
will also remain uninhabitable during the operational life of the 
proposed wind farm.

iNCe marshes resoUrCe reCoverY parK – 
Cheshire

a full flood-risk assessment, ecological surveys, 
contamination report, landscape masterplan, comprehensive 
eia and rsK expert witness support resulted in a successful 
public inquiry for the UK’s first resource recovery park and 
pioneering energy-from-waste power facility. 

resource recovery is relatively new but growing concept. rsK 
undertook the eia for a dual planning application to cheshire 
county council and a section 36 application to what is now the 
department for business, innovation and skills. 

The site, which may need 58 ha of land, will be the UK’s first and 
largest dedicated facility of its kind. it will focus on the processing 
and reuse of waste, such as plastics, soil and wood, plus discarded 
fridges and other electrical goods.

Full support

as well as authoring the eia document, rsK carried-out a full 
flood-risk assessment, plus detailed ecological surveys.

ecological mitigation, landscape masterplan strategies and 
assistance at public meetings and exhibitions services were also 
provided. rsK gave expert witness evidence at the successful 
planning inquiry where we produced three editions of the 
environmental statement to accommodate revised applications.

”the development will focuS on 
the pRoceSSing and ReuSe  
of waSte mateRialS, Such aS 
plaSticS, Soil and wood, pluS 
diScaRded fRidgeS and otheR 
electRical goodS.”



teesside lNg termiNal aNd Chp plaNt – 
CoUNtY dUrham

rsK's full eia covered potential impacts including a 
comprehensive socio-economic assessment, was essential 
for the development of this important liquefied natural gas 
(lNg) terminal and combined heat and power (Chp) plant.

we first completed a scoping assessment for this conocophillips oil 
terminal plant at seal sands, middlesbrough. we then produced 
the environmental statement and approval applications under 
Town and country planning, section 36, hazardous substances and 
integrated pollution prevention control. 

as a result, we helped our client to secure important consents 
without a time-consuming public inquiry.

migrating birds and industry

a full eia was needed because of the potential impacts of the 
facilities and the nearby receiving environment. The area is 
particularly significant for large numbers of migratory waterfowl 
and wading birds of international and national importance. 

The in-depth eia also included socio-economic, landscape and 
visual, air quality, noise, transport and navigation assessments. a 
combined environmental statement covered the impacts from the 
lng terminal and the chp plant.

following comments from the statutory consultees on the 
environmental statement, we helped conocophillips to produce 
a supplementary report in march 2008. additional assessments 
and project modifications ensured that all the issues raised were 
addressed successfully from an ecological, ornithological and 
archaeological perspective.

“RSK helped to SecuRe the  
Section 36 and town and  
countRy planning conSentS 
without a public inquiRy.”
 

UNdergroUNd gas storage projeCt, 
NorthwiCh – Cheshire

expert witness support from rsK for this innovative project 
involving solution mining caverns in Cheshire’s deep salt 
deposits led to a successful planning appeal.

King street energy (cheshire) ltd asked rsK for a full environmental 
assessment of a proposed gas storage project near northwich 
involving the solution mining of ten salt caverns and above ground 
construction of raw and saltwater processing compounds. 

The finished caverns will be connected to the national gas 
transmission system via a high-pressure pipeline running from an 
on-site gas processing facility releasing gas on demand. The site 
will include an electrical substation.

minimising impacts

our extensive ecological assessment included great crested 
newts, bats, birds, lesser silver water beetles and crayfish. we also 
worked with the client and project engineers to adjust wellhead 
compounds and other proposed installations. 

This minimised, or removed, their impacts on environmental 
features such as hedgerows. To safeguard protected species that 
included barn owls and great crested newts, we also designed an 
ecological mitigation programme.

The programme recommended new ponds and other water 
features, planting of wildflower meadows, trees and shrubs, 
new hedgerows and stream buffer strips and a sympathetic 
management regime to increase the site’s biodiversity.

roman remains

in agreement with cheshire’s historic environment planning officer 
(archaeology), we also established a programme of evaluation 
trenching for a roman road bordering the site and four other 
locations in the development area. 

additionally, because construction on a greenfield site reduces the 
permeability of soil, rsK specialists designed a sustainable urban 
drainage scheme to accommodate the increased volume of water. 

care was also taken to address visual impact issues adequately. 
our lvia recommended incorporating a visual screen into the 
ecological mitigation strategy while ensuring that the landscape 
character of the site and surrounding area was maintained.

“in agReement with cheShiRe’S 
hiStoRic enviRonment planning 
officeR (aRchaeology), we 
eStabliShed a pRogRamme of 
evaluation tRenching foR a 
Roman Road.”



RSK gRoup iS an evolving buSineSS entity: we change with the timeS 
to offeR SeRviceS that diRectly ReSpond to oR pRe-empt global 
conditionS and legiSlative dRiveRS.



For further information, please contact: 

soUthwest
Bristol · victoria postle · email vpostle@rsk.co.uk · Tel +44 (0)117 3004287

sCotlaNd
glasgow · joe somerville · email jsommerville@rsk.co.uk · Tel +44 (0)141 418 0471

Northwest
Helsby · wendy hogben · email whogben@rsk.co.uk · Tel +44 (0) 1928 728126

soUtheast
Hemel Hempstead · peter whipp · email pwhipp@rsk.co.uk · Tel +44(0)1442 437 570
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